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CHAPTER 28

Manage phase overview

28.1

Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the key elements of the Manage phase of commercial
contract activities. The underlying best practice is that regardless of a contract professional’s
scope of responsibility, whether it finishes or starts at contract signature or covers the entire
contract lifecycle, the Manage phase delivers the business outcomes for all parties involved
and may impact, positively or negatively, business opportunities in the future.
Leading corporations have increasingly recognized the importance of improving their
post-signature contract management capabilities. This area has changed dramatically as
the 21st century has progressed, with that change most marked amongst leading suppliers
where the status of post-award contract managers has grown, to a point where salary levels
are frequently equivalent to those of the negotiators and dealmakers.
The change has not been so marked among the buyer community. Too often, post-award
contract management is undefined and not viewed as any sort of specialist activity or
meriting specific training. However, dealing with your customers or suppliers, you will
increasingly require a highly trained contract management specialist. Gone are the days
when low-level contract administrators simply oversaw key milestones and monitored
delivery or invoice status. You are now up against a team of skilled negotiators who are
proficient in the latest techniques to ensure contract growth and margin retention. If you
aren’t prepared, they will take every advantage they can.
For example, one leading outsourcer identified cost reductions and revenue improvements
of more than 5 million US dollars for every additional contract management expert they
introduced. Another leader in this field has recruited and trained more than 800 contract
management professionals in the last three years, all with average salaries over US$100,000.
These organizations recognized the business need and opportunity.
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Contract professionals, therefore, need to understand the key elements that contribute to
making the Manage phase as successful as possible to inform and shape their activities both
before and after contract signature. This section of this book covers:
• Manage phase overview
• Transition to implementation
• Risk and opportunity
• Monitoring performance, tools and techniques
• Dispute handling and resolution
• Contract close-out and lessons learned

28.2

Manage phase overview
If the principal goal of pre-signature contract negotiation is to establish an agreement to
which both parties are committed, capable of performing and that meets their business
objectives and goals, then the principal objective of post signature contract management
is to ensure that each party performs according to their obligations and, in more complex
contracts, recognizes the need for change. In the Negotiation phase parties often spend
extensive time and money in debating “what happens when it goes wrong” clauses and
provisions, like indemnification, liability limitations and termination. These are very
contentious areas, which sometimes masks the fact that the interests of both parties are
to ensure the contract will lead to expected or successful outcomes. Over-emphasis on
containing or avoiding possible risk by omitting statements from the contract can result
in incomplete contracts and vaguely drafted language that does not clearly express
responsibilities or performance commitments.
So, behind our relatively simple definition of the role of post award contract management
lies a range of tasks and considerations which are relatively consistent in what needs
to be done but are massively variable in terms of the related workload and complexity.
Agreements for customized products and services are the most complex because of the
lack of standard specifications and benchmarks. To achieve our definition there is need
for detailed analysis, disciplined communication, rigorous monitoring, managed change,
consistent documentation and mutually agreed goals. All of these are underpinned by
coherent and planned processes.
The key objectives of contract managers include the following:
• Transition to implementation
– Promote awareness
– Enhance visibility
– Internalize stakeholder goals
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• Risk and opportunity
Identify and manage risks
increase revenue/reduce cost
• Monitoring performance, tools and techniques
– Enforce terms of performance
– Ensure compliance
– Optimize efficiency
– Manage relationships
– Maintain and retain the contract records
– Management reporting
• Change control
– Document changes
• Dispute handling and resolution
– Manage and resolve contract issues
• Contract close-out and lessons learned
– Leverage knowledge

Transition to implementation
Promote awareness
Often the people performing a contract have little or no knowledge of the terms of the
contract they are performing. Nor do they realize that work is actively being monitored
for fulfillment of contractual obligations. It is advisable for the contract manager to convey
important information about the fundamental contract terms and requirements to the
project team members and stakeholders. This can be accomplished through a contract
overview presentation or training tailored to the various groups supporting the project.
The awareness training should include such topics as scope, deliverables, confidentiality,
intellectual property and data protection requirements, limitations and restrictions (e.g.,
key personnel, subcontracted supplier or third party approvals, locations of performance,
etc.) cost controls, and relevant processes (e.g., contract change control, communication
protocol, charging mechanisms, etc.). The contract manager should deliver periodic
updates to address any changes to the contract or implementing processes and to reinforce
the importance of contract compliance.
Enhance visibility
Further visibility of the active role of contract management is accomplished by making
copies of contract documents available either electronically or physically, abstracting
contracts and pulling out data elements for reference, and participation by contract
managers in project meetings and management reviews. The contract manager should be
the central and initial point of contact for all contract interpretation issues and compliance
concerns.
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Internalize stakeholder goals
For any contract there is a business case in some form that was presented and accepted
during the Initiate phase. The business case for what eventually becomes a contract contains
the goals of the organization and the stakeholders who championed the work. By working
to achieve stakeholder goals through contract management objectives, and identifying
how contract modifications may affect the underlying business case, the contract manager
will add the most value to the organization. How well contract management objectives
are aligned with strategic and business goals in negotiation and drafting of the contract,
though, will in part determine the contract manager’s added value.

Risk and opportunity
Identify, understand and manage risk
All companies seek to anticipate risks, so that they can be selective in their acceptance and
effective in their management. To the extent that some risks cannot readily be anticipated,
they endeavor to develop early warning systems and robust mechanisms for containment.
But these methods largely focus on risks of things going wrong, ranging from natural
disasters through market failures, to new regulations or shortages of supply.
There is of course another category of risk - and that is the failure to spot or exploit
opportunities. This is the field of innovation and change, and covers new markets, new
customers, new products or services, new routes to market or new business capabilities. A
truly mature risk management regime is of course one that addresses all three categories.
Increase revenue/reduce cost
Contract managers for both customers and suppliers occupy a central place in transactions
from which they have visibility of the entire contract. Further, it is the contract that legally
defines the transaction, both its parameters and its inner workings. Supplier contract
managers, for example, increase revenue by recognizing tasked work that is outside of
scope. Conversely, customer contract managers can reduce costs by identifying when work
is being done that is not required and by adhering to terms that adjust pricing.

Monitoring performance, tools and techniques
Enforce terms of performance
Performance under a contract may deviate from the terms and conditions of the contract
for both innocent reasons and for reasons of moral hazard22. Techniques that contract

22 The risk that the presence of a contract will affect the behavior of one or more parties. For example,
people with insurance may take greater risks than they would do without it because they know
they are protected
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managers use to maintain fulfillment of contract terms include the following:
• Acceptance tests and acceptance-like reviews of key working documents and periodic
status reviews.
• Measurement of key attributes of performance.
• Audit of compliance with deliverables and obligations set out in the contract.
• Requests for assurance from the other party that terms will be complied with in the
future.
• Notices of material breach of terms with a period for cure of the alleged non-performance.
• Stopping work orders and suspension of future tasking until of the causes of nonperformance have been determined.
Ensure compliance
Besides terms of performance, there are laws, regulations, policies and industry standards,
both specified in the contract and existing outside the contract, with which work and
payment must comply. Contract managers must receive regular legal briefings on existing
and new laws, etc., and how they affect current ‘live’ contracts. Requiring documentation
and auditing work are the two most common methods of ensuring compliance.
Optimize efficiency
The essential purpose of contracts is to structure transactions and lend confidence to the
parties that the transaction will be conducted without conducting additional transaction
costs. Contract managers have a duty to minimize transaction costs. Automation of
contracting processes is one way. Bundling requirements into fewer tasks is another.
Business improvement methods such as lean manufacturing and total quality management
can also be applied to the contracting process itself.
Manage relationships
In recent years a school of thought has emerged that says post-signature contract
management should be less about enforcing terms and conditions and more about working
with the other party, often called ‘relationship management’. An example of relationship
management is the eSourcing Capability Model for Services (eSCM) set of models
developed by Carnegie Mellon University’s spin-off organization IT Services Qualification
Center (ITsqc). In cases where the product or service is too complex to be captured in
contract language or where assumptions and requirements are subject to change, contract
managers may be called on to play a greater role in management decision making.
Management reporting and records retention
Contract management is responsible for ensuring that contract terms and conditions
are being fulfilled, including any reports and reporting activities that are specified in the
contract. Ensuring the reporting required by the contract is available means that contract
managers must task the other party to provide information about the contract; it also means
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that contract managers must understand their own organization’s reporting requirements
and ensure that procedures are in place for the required reporting and its retention. Because
they are responsible for interpreting and understanding the contract, it is incumbent on
contract managers to review the contents of both incoming and outgoing information for
timeliness, sufficiency, and compliance with contractually prescribed formats and to verify
that that reports are being sent to the right recipient according to the contract and are being
retained according to the contract and company policy
For reports that contain proprietary and confidential information, contract managers
are responsible for ensuring use of proper notices, means of delivery, distribution only
to authorized persons, and other protections against misappropriation or loss of rights.
Confidentiality clauses may require that proprietary and confidential information is
returned or destroyed, and that information provided at management meetings is declared
proprietary and confidential.
Contract managers may also take other reporting roles. Contract management often has
ownership of central contract document repository systems in which all other information
generated under the contract is stored. Reporting of financial data about the contract such
as spend analysis and revenue recognition may also fall under the contract manager role.
Exception management is a method used to streamline the size and volume of reports. In
exception management, only deviations from expected or required results are reported.
Using performance measurement data as an example, in an exception management
approach the contract manager would only create reports in instances where supplier
performance had failed.

Change control
Document changes
Changes to the initial agreement are common. Often the engagement between customers
and suppliers expands in some areas and contracts or ends in others. The contract manager’s
objective is to capture any changes to the agreement in the written contract by means of
change orders, written amendments, or additional work orders.

Dispute handling and resolution
Manage and resolve contract issues
Dispute resolution is a formal process for resolving disputes about performance of the
contract or about actions taken or claims made relating to the terms and conditions of the
contract. The governance terms and conditions typically contain detail on issue escalation
and dispute resolution procedures. It is the contract manager’s responsibility to be familiar
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with the issue escalation and dispute resolution procedures in the contract and ensure that
the parties are following those established guidelines whenever appropriate. Terms and
conditions for dispute handling and resolution commonly include an established escalation
path and timescales for resolution at each step of the process, with notice requirements,
and prescribe the forum in which the parties are required to take disputes that cannot be
resolved within the boundaries of the contract’s established escalation process.

Contract close-out and lessons learned
As defined by the US Department of Defense Acquisition University, close-out confirms
that the contract is officially terminated by performance and that there are no uncompleted
legal obligations of either the customer or the supplier. ‘Termination by performance’
means that all contractual obligations are discharged because they are fully executed (or
substantial or partial performance has been accepted in lieu, as in the case of de-scoping a
contract) – there is nothing left undone.
Close-out assures that the correct payment is made to the supplier, the correct deliverables
are received by the customer stakeholders, and administrative and fiscal obligations
have been performed including disposition of property and assets. Ascertaining proper
delivery and payment is easier in contracts with fixed prices because the price is fixed, the
final invoice is usually received promptly, and the goods or services are identifiable and
accepted. Delivery and payment are more complex in cost-type contracts. In a cost-type
contract, indirect rates might have to be audited.
Close-out might appear simple at first, but some common complications arise. In
government contracting, for example, if a contract’s funds are depleted, financial approval
must be obtained for the deficit. By the same token, a contract’s unused funds must be
identified and de-obligated in the budget. If the supplier has been overpaid, the customer
needs to recoup those payments. Besides under-funding and over-funding issues, other
obligations need to be resolved. Subcontracts should be settled by the supplier, although
the supplier’s obligation to the customer to do so will vary depending on the contractual
arrangement. Customer-provided property and classified data issues need to be resolved as
well. Additionally, patents, royalties, and other administrative obligations in the contract
might exist and need to be addressed.
Once the contract manager has determined that all contract obligations and required
administrative actions have been fully and satisfactorily accomplished, and no outstanding
disputes or legal actions under the contract exist, they can obtain a mutual waiver or
release of claims that binds the parties to their mutual agreement that the contract has
been fulfilled and is terminated by completion.
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In commercial contracting, close-out tasks that must be managed by the contract manager
often include providing or receiving notice of termination or non-renewal in accordance
with the terms of the contract, raising visibility among the delivery team and stakeholders
about the contract provisions that govern termination. In outsourcing contracts it is
common that a termination assistance services scope of work must be agreed upon and
managed. Contract close-out activities also involve confirming the completion of all
applicable contract deliverables, providing notification to subcontracted suppliers, delivery
centers and/or landlords for any leased facilities, reconciling outstanding invoices and
completing financial transactions, facilitating the return of property to its appropriate
owner upon contract completion, addressing the disposition of software licenses and
associated ongoing maintenance obligations, managing intellectual property and adhering
to internal processes for data privacy and records retention.

28.3

Contract management activities
Many contract management activities tend to be administrative and repetitive in nature.
However, even the most mundane and bureaucratic contract management activities
can enable proactive problem identification and make a difference between realizing
expectations and moving into dispute.

Sources of contract management activities
Contract management activities come from several sources.
The first and primary source of contract management is the administrative terms of the
contract itself. Administrative terms that typically appear in the contract can include
acceptance testing, service level measurement, invoicing and payment, proof of insurance
and financial responsibility, human capital management, property management, legal
notices and others. These activities are enforceable under the contract, though in and of
themselves they may not rise to the level of materiality. In some instances, the contract
manager may need to set up administrative processes for these contractual obligations.
Other activities such as invoice approvals, signature approval levels and facility security
procedures internal to an organization are usually not specifically addressed in contracts.
Contract management activities may already exist outside the contract as standard operating
procedures of one or both of the parties. Existing contract management procedures for
contract management may be considered best practice by the contract management
function. Conflicts can arise between administrative activities described in contracts and
existing practices if drafting does not account for them.
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Activities for managing contracts are imposed by third parties, namely regulatory agencies.
External activities exist regardless of contract terms and can even supersede contracts.
Sarbanes Oxley reporting of financial data from contracts in the US is an example of an
extra-contractual process for which contract managers may bear responsibility. In these
circumstances, contract managers must obtain legal advice on how to comply with these
mandates.
Before we move into the detail, let’s take a moment to overview the role and activities
covered by contract management in the post award phase. Your personal role may vary,
as will the level of authority you have. These will depend on issues such as seniority, the
specific nature of the contract, its coverage and the importance of particular tasks or issues.
It is essential that you understand your specific role and authority in relation to all other
team members and stakeholders. If you are the only or most senior contract manager this
includes the need to ensure that others in the contract management team have a clear
understanding of their role and their levels of authority.
The initial set-up phase is when contract analysis is occurring; when meetings internally and
with other parties to the contract are focused on ensuring common goals and identifying
potential risks; when you are building and executing a communications plan and a resource
plan; and when you are establishing standard forms reports, tools and processes. The lead
contract manager and project manager are responsible for ensuring all this is done and that
it is adequately communicated. Individual members of the extended contract management
team are responsible for making sure that they have understood their role, that they have
the skills, knowledge or tools required to perform and they have asked questions in areas
of doubt or highlighted issues.
As you move from set-up to steady state management, the contract management activities
should become more administrative in nature. In a well managed project, they will focus on
monitoring performance and handling contractually required activities such as invoicing,
payment management, cost recording, participating in reviews or maintaining data and
documentation records. However, although this may be mundane, the work is critically
important. It is in this phase that contract management can enable proactive problem
identification, when communication capture can be critical to continued control. It is in
this phase that discipline makes a difference between realizing expectations and moving
into dispute. And it is at this stage that those organizations that are not following best
practice tend to take their eye off the ball; they allow the tasks to be handled by low level
administrators, who focus on compliance rather than proactive opportunity management.
In any long-term deal, steady state is just a momentary condition. Throughout the lifetime
of the contract there will be change and contract management has a key role to play in this.
Not only do they provide much of the background documentation to support or respond
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to a request, they also manage the associated negotiation and revised contract terms. Any
change will reactivate many of the set-up processes. Indeed, significant changes can drive
high levels of activity almost to the point of new contract start-up. Contract managers
must ensure that requested changes are assessed, properly accepted or rejected, recorded
and communicated, along with their impacts on price, scope, deliverables and/or timing.
The third key area for contract management relates to claims and disputes. The contract
manager will be involved in initiation or receipt depending on which party is originating.
In respect of the contract, you must take the lead in rapidly resolving any open issues
or areas of doubt. The role will typically include analysis, evaluation and proposing
resolutions, drawing on many of the records that the contract management team has built
and maintained, in addition to the supervision of the relevant clauses and provisions from
the original agreement and any modifications that have already been made.
Contract management will generally be involved in resolution, sometimes controlling the
decision, but in many cases where there is severe disagreement, most likely in an advisory
capacity. However contract managers need to understand the options that are open and the
routes that could be followed in resolving the dispute.
Finally contract management has a lead role in contract close-out. Again the activities
around termination or transition are going to involve many other functions, but contract
managers are key in oversight, communication, associated documentation and ensuring
compliance. We must always complete our records, document any continuing obligations
and capture the final lessons learned for input to any similar future negotiations or
relationship.

28.4

Contract management software
No chapter on contract management would be complete without mention of the growing
range of contract management software. Contract management software is most valuable
in large organizations with large spend or revenues, a high number of transactions and
many trading partners. Recording and communication are keys to our effectiveness and
professionalism. Obtaining the right documents fast, knowing all the key milestones
and actions required, recording decisions, changes and lessons learned are all critical to
contract management functional performance.
Contract management software systems can take the form of subscriptions to Software-asa-Service (SaaS) products. Enterprise-wide contract management systems run on private
networks within an organization and across all departments. Electronic data interface
systems interface customer organizations with suppliers. Features of contract management
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software include contract creation, clause libraries, automatic workflows that forward
documents for approvals to specific individuals in an approval chain, and ‘tickler’ features
such as automatic alerts of important dates. Other features include dashboards that use
graphics to present performance data such as service levels. Online analytical processing
capabilities collect and process aggregate data across multiple contracts.
Contract management software can be beneficial in several ways.

Simplification and doing more with less
Contract management software simplifies the Implementation and Management phase.
Contracts are developed using the software, which automatically captures all relevant
terms and milestones in digital format and distributes the data within the organization
according to sharing rules. Or data elements in the contracts can be manually entered into
the software using a data coding system. Digital copies of contract documents can also be
viewed by stakeholders. Ongoing contract management outputs such as change orders and
status reports are immediately and readily made available. By automating clerical tasks
such as reporting, software eliminates time-consuming non-value adding activities and
reduces contract action management cycle times, freeing contract managers to focus on
performing tasks that deliver greater value.

Standardization
Closely related to the first attribute, contract management software drives the use of
standardized templates for both contractual documents and associated reports.

Moving from individual memory to corporate memory
Contract management software gives visibility into both past and current transactions
between parties. The contract manager can see what discussions are under way, how they
are being settled, opportunities for offset or reasons to reject a settlement on the terms
proposed. Some software products use discussion threads to build corporate memory
and knowledge share about dealings with other parties to contracts. By warehousing data
and creating transparency into overall relationships, contract management systems create
intelligence that can be used to improve decision-making.

Controls and checkpoints
Contract management software controls and monitors internal processes, including the
status of contract actions. Automation of processes improves compliance with policies
and regulations. Automation also provides mapping that identifies bottlenecks and
inefficiencies.
Use of software creates transparency into contract management activities and invites a
collaborative, integrated team approach to contract management, not just with stakeholders
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but with other contracting parties and potentially even auditors and regulators. The days of
contracts lying forgotten in dusty corner filing cabinets are long gone. In reality, the nature
of contracts themselves is turning from that of a single static document containing terms
and conditions towards that of structures for the gathering and sharing of information on
performance of associated third party suppliers and partners.
Typically, contract management software should have these core capabilities:
• A centralized and searchable contract repository that can be searched by supplier, by
service/supply, by timeframe etc and is easy to navigate
• Collaborative contract creation and workflow that allows multiple users to create,
update and track the status of contracts
• A template repository of standard contracts and clauses
• Monitoring and alerting against milestones such as contract review dates, payment
milestones and expiration alerts
• Reporting and analytical tools to enable analysis of key suppliers, spend etc
• Roles, permissions, and security
• Data import and export capabilities
An effective contract management system has a central database that provides visibility into
contract spending, alerts as to contract status, secure access for collaboration, performance
monitoring, and data import and export.

28.5

Contract management resource planning
Planning
The Program Management Institute, in its Program Management Body of Knowledge,
divides planning for management into the following knowledge areas, each with its own
inputs and outputs. Each of the areas as applied to contract management is described
further below, on behalf of the customer and the supplier:
• Integration management planning
• Scope management planning
• Time management planning
• Cost management planning
• Quality management planning
• Human resources (HR) management planning
• Communications management planning
• Risk management planning
• Procurement management planning
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Integration management planning
Subsequent to the handover meeting, the contract manager draws up a contract management
charter that begins by citing authority to manage the contract. Authority to take ownership
of the contract may be documented in corporate governance policy statements or it may
come as a memorandum written specifically for the contract or it may only exist as an
understood operating procedure. To establish authority, the contract manager may need to
take additional actions to obtain buy-in from stakeholders and others in the organization
who ostensibly have responsibilities under the contract.
The charter will also state the goals and objectives for the contract and for management
of the contract. Based on reading and interpretation of the contract, the contract manager
will have produced an abstract or briefing document that summarizes and distills the
contract. At this point the contract manager will also have conducted a kickoff meeting
or held discussions with stakeholders about their expectations. In the charter, the contract
manager will (as appropriate) discuss any gaps between what was intended by negotiation
teams in reaching agreement, the expectations or goals of stakeholders, and what can
reasonably be interpreted in the contract document.
The contract manager also draws up a contract management plan. This plan gives an
overview of the contract management activities required by the contract and how these
activities will happen in coordination with each other. In writing the plan, the contract
manager will need to review what coordinated activities are already in place, either in the
form of corporate governance or past practices, and the coordinated activities that will need
to be put in place. The plan will also identify the automated systems within the organization
that will be required to support contract management activities and communications, and
the tools, practices or professional third party expertise needed.
Contract management activities will require direction and management, as well as
monitoring and control. A contract management plan lists and describes what activities
are required by the contract (and other policies and regulations), how they will be
accomplished, who in the organization is responsible for completing the activities, and
how the activities will be monitored for completion.
Much of contract management planning resembles project management planning; however,
unlike project planning, there should be limited need for configuration management or
change control for contract management. Factors initiating configuration management
include reallocation of contract management responsibilities due to personnel turnover or
reengineering within the organization, automation of administrative activities, or changes
in corporate governance and external regulation.
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Note: to avoid confusion, change control for contract management planning is different
from managing changes in the contract Statement of Work (SOW) or terms, which is one
of the contract management activities.

Scope management planning
The contract management plan will define the scope of contract management. Scope
for contract management is defined by the SOW being performed in the contract and
how the contract allocates contract management responsibilities between the parties. In
project management, scope may be defined in greater detail through development of a
work breakdown structure (WBS). The WBS prepared for performing work can be used
by contract managers to identify contract management activities in relation to the work.
A WBS also identifies deliverables. In contract management, deliverables will usually be
additional contract documents, contract performance measurements, risk monitoring,
acceptances, results of audits and investigations, invoices, and notices.
Adherence of contract performance to scope is a contract management activity.

Time management planning
Contract management plans include estimates of the time needed to perform activities
and estimates of resources. Time management analyzes the sequences and attributes
of activities to determine how long activities will take and how much and what type of
resources are required by the activities. Resources are estimated by listing activities,
describing what is required to perform them, and locating resource availability within the
contract management function and in other departments involved in contract management,
including automated systems availability, functionality and user access.
Flagging poor contract performance or claiming breach of contract due to non-performance
for reasons of inadequate resources are contract management activities.

Cost management planning
Contract management plans estimate the cost of the activities. Contract management is
a type of cost called a transaction cost. For the supplier, depending on the type of pricing
used in the contract, contract management may be an indirect cost that the supplier can
charge to the customer, or it may be purely overhead. Estimating contract management
costs requires Activity-Based Costing analysis using hourly rates or some other labor
metric and the duration of activities calculated through time management. Customers may
benchmark the total cost of contract management against total contract value to determine
how reasonable the costs are.
Accounting for costs is a contract management activity.
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Quality management planning
Measuring the quality of contract management should also be included in the plan. Quality
of contract management is a matter of performance of contract management activities
required by the contract as well as compliance with policies and regulations affected by
contract management.
Measuring the quality of contract performance is a contract management activity.

HR management planning
Management of contract management personnel can also be addressed in the plan.
Contract management is a skilled staff function requiring specialized skills, knowledge
and capabilities of individual contract managers and the use of tools and practices. The
human resources knowledge area includes assigning roles and responsibilities, both within
the contract management function and outside the function, incorporating direction and
management of personnel in the contract management plan, building competency, and
measuring personal performance.
Consenting to supplier staff who will perform the contract and other decisions about
contract performance are contract management activities.

Communications management planning
The contract management plan includes a communication plan. Communications in
contract management closely resemble communications in project management. Planning
communications begins with looking at what information is required by the contract
together with the roles and responsibilities of those performing contract management
activities and organization charts and office locations for personnel involved in contract
management. The means of communications must also be decided on in planning. This
requires looking at how often information needs to be updated (e.g., weekly reports),
what communications methods are available, the capability of personnel to use the means
of communication, and whether personnel are physically able to meet in person or are
dispersed and must meet virtually (e.g., teleconferencing).
The communications plan supports the objectives of information distribution, performance
reporting and stakeholder management.

Risk management planning
In addition to managing risks that arise from performance of the contract, contract managers
can address risks caused by failures in the execution of contract management activities, the
organization of contract management, contract management communications, resource
and cost estimating, or other areas of contract management planning and operation. To
manage contract risks the contract manager reviews the contract and project documents
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such as the WBS, the contract management plan and organization charters, operating
procedures, corporate governance policies, availability of resources and communications,
and other areas covered in the contract management plan to identify, assess and address
risks. Examples of this type of risk management include: not documenting instances of
poor contract performance, failure to respond to violations of standards and regulations
governing the work, and delay in providing status reports to stakeholders.

Procurement management planning
Just as there are two types of risk management practiced by contract managers, so there
are two types of procurement management. Procurement for the purposes of contract
performance is subcontracting work to other suppliers. For contract management
planning, procurement is acquisition of additional resources required to execute contract
management, such as hiring a third party consultant to conduct a maturity assessment
of the contract management function, or purchasing centralized document management
software. These supplies to the contract management function represent additional
contracts that must be managed.

Prioritization
After planning for contract management and settling on an organization of personnel
inside and outside the contract management function, the contract manager will prioritize
which activities and communications are most important to achieving goals and objectives.
Prioritization will be driven by several factors:
• Performance of contract work and fulfillment of contract terms and conditions that
might lead to material breach
• Mitigation of the largest negative risks to contract performance
• Compliance with governance policies and external standards and regulations
• Activities for which competency is weak or for which practices and tools are not available

28.6

Communication
We find that contract implementation is probably most endangered by poor communication.
Sometimes key stakeholders don’t even receive a copy of the contract. Or it is simply
mailed out (email, physical mail, or however it is forwarded) with the belief that as long
as everybody’s got a copy, it’s going to get properly implemented. Experienced contract
managers know that short cuts in communication mean higher risks and more work later.
To avoid this you need to make sure that you have undertaken an effective and constructive
communication exercise.
Experienced and successful project managers will tell you “communication, communication,
communication.” But don’t confuse communication with information. Communication
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means understanding the needs of the recipient and sending simple, targeted messages
that explain what needs to be done, why and what value it brings. Try to communicate in
the style of, and using terms that will be readily understood by, the recipient. Make it easy
for the recipient.
We’ve already discussed undertaking proper analysis, about documentation and
terminology and expression that will be easily understood. It’s essential to bear in mind
that this contract may be implemented across multiple cultures; if this is the case, many of
the people who are receiving this information are not operating in the same native language
as the contract. So the onus is upon the lead to make sure that you have understood what
it is that needs to be communicated, whom it needs to be communicated to, and that it is
expressed in terms that they will understand.
You must make the communication succinct enough that the recipients are reading the
things that they really need to know as opposed to confusing them with documentation
that has no relevance to the task you are asking them to perform.
You also need to be clear about what communication you expect back. What reports do you
want? What systems or procedures must they use in order for you to be able to centralize
documentation and information that you need to manage proper control? Don’t leave such
things unclear. Don’t complain about the lack of information flowing back if you’ve never
thought through the issue or the challenges of how and when it will be communicated.
You must highlight the specific high-risk or high priority areas and make sure that they
receive particular attention. And finally, whether you’re looking internally or externally,
think about how you express your message in a way that incentivizes cooperation and
compliance. There will be many people who, for whatever reason, don’t agree with what’s
being implemented or don’t understand why it’s being implemented in a particular way. If
we don’t take the time and trouble to help them to understand and to give them the right
incentives to conform to how we want to do it, then it is our own fault if the implementation
starts to fail.

Communication: sales challenge
So that means you have some selling to do. This means that you have got to think creatively
about the way that you communicate. And you have to work on methods and channels.
For example, can you call a meeting or do you need to visit them individually? Does a
stakeholder prefer phone calls or emails? And you must work out how to handle new team
members and bring them up to date during the project.
You could be looking at a lot of stakeholders in complex deals. There are many examples
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tation to run smoothly. You may also be looking at organizational and geographic diversity.
For example, there will be people in Finance who have one particular set of measurement
systems and drivers; there will be people in project management; there will be people in
procurement, information systems, and the business units. Each of them has different
interests, and different perspectives.
There are multiple locations, some of which will feel friendly to what’s going on, some of
which may feel threatened. Their level of linguistic ability and skill may vary significantly.
There are many options on how to communicate and the environment should determine
which combination to use. Are you going to do this through physical meetings? Are you
going to do it by phone, webcast or email? Are you looking at pulling together a core, initial
team and have them responsible for cascading it? If you are going to cascade, is that going
to be on a by-region basis, by-country basis, or by business area or function?
Finally if you know that we’re looking at a long-term relationship (that’s anything more than
three to four months) there are going to be changes in personnel throughout the lifetime
of the contract. Your communication and your sales message are ongoing. You have to
have good induction documentation, which means that individuals who are coming new
to the project can pick up, understand and move into their role seamlessly, avoiding a lot of
confusion or potential mistakes.

Communication: a shared activity
Remember you don’t need to do everything yourself. Identify and use other resources who
have an interest in the contract succeeding.
Many times people fall into the mistake of believing that because we work in the same
organization that we’re all on the same side. The truth is our management systems, our
measurement systems and the various interests that we have around job security are not
always in line. You need to have thought through the reality of the environment into which
you are implementing. That means you need to have thought actively about who are your
true allies. Who is, perhaps, indifferent? And who is actively opposed? And you need to
have thought up a plan to make sure that you have aligned with your allies, motivated those
that are indifferent and that you have overcome those who are opposed.
Among the allies there should be executive sponsors. How closely are they allied? How
much do they care? Are there mechanisms that you can introduce that can make them care
more? Are there ways that you can communicate to gain executive buy-in and sponsorship
that will help you to overcome opposition or difficulties? You are looking for managers
throughout the organization who have some vested interest in the success of this particular
deal, or where you can create an environment where they have a vested interest in success.
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You also need to think about the role that the other contracting parties can play. Many
fail to develop synergies and to create a joint marketing and selling plan that makes best
use of each other’s resources. Creating joint materials can often be useful and ensure the
consistency of the message.
The other parties have a very real vested interest in making sure that implementation is
smooth. That significantly reduces their timeline, costs and reduces their risk of failure. So
you should be exploiting that. You should be actively going to them and looking for specific
activities they will undertake to help implementation. On the other hand, you have to
remember that they have a vested interest in giving that communication a particular spin.
They are trying to improve their profitability and they’re also trying to create circumstances
where, if things go wrong, they can point fingers at you and your people. So, find the right
balance and make sure that you have not lost control over information or communication.

Communications: setting some rules
As we have discussed, a major root problem of unsuccessful projects is poor organizational
structure. In such situations, team members may be unclear about their roles or their
reporting lines; therefore you must fully define responsibilities and authorities.
Maintaining comprehensive records of communications and decisions is also critical.
Memory and understanding of conversations or informal communications will differ.
Research shows that within hours of a meeting, the participants will recall it so differently
that you might not recognize it as the same meeting. Another survey has demonstrated that
people will subconsciously fill in missing memories as they see fit. Don’t rely on people’s
memories for your success.
In project management it’s ideal to have a single point of contact between the parties for
all correspondence and for both parties to understand this and to make it work. However,
in practice this can be difficult, especially in large projects, so ensure interface control
measures are in place to effectively communicate. As a contract manager, you need to be
sure that you’re aware of all communications that relate to contract terms, performance or
change.
Uniquely identify all correspondence with sequential numbering and require suppliers to
do the same. This is an excellent and very effective tool to control correspondence and to
avoid doubt or dispute over what the prevailing terms have now become. It also makes
finding correspondence easier and removes any doubt over the current version.
Some organizations don’t use a structured amendment or versioning process and this can
result in extensive disputes.
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You must keep complete structured project and contract files. A very common problem in
projects is the inability to find key communications. Design a standard filing system where
all projects documents are diligently filed, whether online or physical. Files must also be
accessible to project team members – worldwide if necessary. Effective interface control
and control of communication is one of the most simple, yet effective tools in controlling
and managing a project. Getting these tools in place at the beginning of a project provides
a firm foundation and will return a great deal of value throughout the project lifecycle.
Is there such a thing as informal communication in a contract relationship? Many people
will use the term ‘I say this informally,’ but this can be very dangerous, and you must be
careful how and what is communicated. Many projects founder on disputes that involve
directions that were misunderstood, misrepresented or misapplied. In our normal lives,
we know how often our memory of a conversation or of what we’ve said is diametrically
different from what other parties record or claim to record. If something is important,
it must be recorded and agreed to by joint sign-off. If it isn’t important, then it probably
shouldn’t be said.
Correspondence between you and other parties must be clearly defined as project or contract
communication. Never rely on verbal communication as the means of passing information
or instructions between interfaces. Always follow up any verbal communication in writing.

28.7

Summary
In conclusion of this chapter, consider some of the aspects that are specific to a large
complex organization. Your communication effectiveness, what you communicate, how
you communicate, to whom you communicate, is going to be geared around a number
of issues of organization and management system. In a complex environment, you make
a mistake if you assume that everybody is on the same page, that they’re all motivated
by the same things. There are many vested interests around the organization in addition
to the need to manage across cultural divides, linguistic divides and other variations of
organizational interest.
So you, as a contract manager, must be familiar with the area in which you are operating
and understand how to communicate in a way that responds to people’s interests, needs
and views. You must understand the structure of your organization. You must understand
the impacts of measurement and motivation systems and organizational behavior. And
in thinking about that, think not only of your own, but also the key players in the other
organization. What are their measurements?
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You must be able to think about and understand the differences of forms of contract or
agreement, the legal and financial issues, the resistance you may face by people claiming
that they’re required to do things differently. You need to know enough to understand what
is real and what is a an excuse, and suggest alternative approaches that will work
There are often important legal and tax implications, both benefits and limitations, which
affect the way that you and your contract partners implement and manage the contract.
You need to understand those. There is no point either in exposing your organization’s
structure or trying to force the other side to do things in a way that would expose their
organizational and tax structure.
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